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FACULTY OF LAW,
ADMINISTRATION AND ECONOMICS

The Faculty of Law, Administration and Economics at the
University of Wrocław is one of the oldest and best university
faculties in Poland. With history and traditions dating back
to the 19th century, the Faculty connects the glorious past
with excellent academics and study opportunities and
consistently leads in national educational rankings. The
Faculty has nearly seven thousand students and attracts
scores of students from Poland, Europe and all over the
world. The Faculty offers attractive and unique courses that
are dynamically aligned with the needs of the employment
market.

On 16.10.2017 the Faculty has been awarded „category A” by
the Committee for the Evaluation of Scientific Institutions (the
official government accrediting agency) for the quality of its
scholarly research. The Faculty closely cooperates with the
Graduates’ Association the purpose of which is to improve
the quality of our education, to promote the Faculty at home
and abroad.

Over the years, the Faculty has changed its name several times
to reflect the changing educational and scientific realities and
the government’s approach to legal and economic sciences.
With the establishment of its current structure in 2001, the
Faculty assumed a name that incorporates all the academic
disciplines taught by its departments. Faculty students
actively participate in academic exchange programs
such as MOST and ERASMUS+ and the students involved in
scientific associations take part in domestic and international
conferences and symposia.

Students interested in obtaining a doctoral degree in law
or administration can attend a range of doctoral courses
offered as part of the Faculty’s postgraduate PhD program.
Those who have already completed their higher education
can complement their knowledge and further develop their
skills in one of many the postgraduate courses offered by the
Faculty. A wide range of complementary and training courses
are also offered.
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WHY THE FACULTY OF LAW,
ADMINISTRATION AND ECONOMICS?

Students have the opportunity for academic and
personal development through participation in the lively
activities of over 30 student science clubs.

Students of the Faculty have access to a wide range
of internships, placements and vocational trainings.

The study opportunities offered by the Faculty of Law,

Administration and Economics are modern, wide and
varied. The Faculty of Law, Administration and Economics
has an advanced and constantly improving education
quality assurance system.

The Law School cooperates with major academic centres.
These include: Humboldt University of Berlin, Paris Dauphine

University, Chicago-Kent College of Law, Autonomous
University of Madrid, University of Salzburg.

University in Berlin and the Polish-German Lawyers’
Association the German Law School has been
established at the Faculty. Studies of complementary
character last for four semesters and result in a
Certificate of German Law. Other schools of foreign law,

Rzeczpospolita, Poland’s national daily newspaper,

Students and graduates of the Faculty have the opportunity

Economics third place in the 2015 ranking of law faculties.

studies, training courses, schooling, and doctoral studies.

awarded the Faculty of Law, Administration, and

In cooperation with the Faculty of Law of the Humboldt

such as French, Spanish, American, Austrian operate in

to gain further knowledge and skills within postgraduate

Thanks to very well organized network, students
have access to wireless and secured Internet

Our research and teaching staff consists of more than
200 highly qualified professionals, including several

dozen professors. Many of them occupy prominent
positions in organs of legislative, executive and judicial
powers at national, regional and local levels, as well as
run law, tax advisory and statutory audit firms.
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A high percentage of graduates qualify for legal

connection everywhere on the Faculty campus.

and local), banks and other institutions in the private

and 2 computer labs are available for student use.

apprenticeships and jobs in public administration (central

Additionally,

50

computer

workstations

sector. Due to the educational program design, students
of the Faculty have the opportunity to combine studies in
law, administration and economics.
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Students of the Faculty have the opportunity
to participate in apprenticeships and academic camps
in many interesting places in the country and abroad.

Some fields of study and specializations are
conducted entirely in English. Those include the
3-year Bachelor’s degree – Bachelor of Business
and Administration, Criminal Justice. 2-year
Master’s degree – Administration in International
Organizations, 2-year Master’s degree LL.M. International
and European Law and 2-year Master’s degree
Master Managerial Economics.
There is easy access to modern IT solutions at the
Faculty, including a constantly developing University
Support System of Studies (USOS) and elements

of e-learning. An electronic student record book on the

Faculty is a universal standard. and in the 2013/2014
academic year the Student affairs office was established
– www.bos.wpae.uni.wroc.pl.

In all fields of study some classes are taught in foreign
languages – English, French, Spanish, Russian or
German.
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BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
AND ADMINISTRATION

ADMINISTRATION IN
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

The program is designed for maximum flexibility. All students

The Master’s program of Administration in International

follow the same program structure during the first two years.

Organizations is a unique opportunity to obtain a Master’s

In the third year, students begin their specialisation courses for one of

degree in administration. Our two-year program is highlighted

the options like: Business, Finance, Governance.

by small class sizes (25-30 students) and takes place in a real
University atmosphere in close contact with an exceptional

The Bachelor of Business and Administration is taught entirely

teaching staff. Today international organizations have become

in English and is open to both international and Polish students

vital for the successful operation of public administration

and focuses on basic business related topics, such as leadership,

and their employees. Our program offers the possibility to

marketing, accountancy, finance, management, research

gain extensive knowledge of this international environment.

methods, international economics, entrepreneurship, law,

An additional advantage of our program is that students will

human resource management and intercultural communication.

receive extensive exposure to technical English language in the

Eventual mastery of these concepts can open doors

field of public administration, law, economics, management,

to exciting career opportunities in business, such as managing

sociology of organizations, etc. The primary goal of the program

a multinational corporation, consulting, marketing, starting

is to prepare graduates for careers working in institutions of

your own business, offering profitable investment and financial

the European Union and other international organizations.

guidance, or running a nonprofit organization.

The program’s focus is to prepare graduates for work in emerging
supranational administrative spaces: European administrative

The curriculum includes internships, so that students

space and global administrative space. Graduating from the

can gain a practical job experience; a bachelor’s

program can also enable students to work for both public

seminar where students prepare their theses under

and private (profit seeking and not-for-profit) organizations

a guidance of a tutor they themselves choose; the basic

cooperating with international organizations.

course in Polish language, so that students can navigate
Poland more easily; a physical education course where

The curriculum includes internships, so that students can gain

students choose their preferred activity from the wide range

a practical job experience; a master’s seminar where students

of options; a foreign language course.

prepare their theses under a guidance of a tutor they themselves

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
The Faculty of Law, Administration and Economics of the University
of Wroclaw, which has been one of the highest-rated places in
Poland educating lawyers for many years, is honored to welcome
you to our Bachelor program – Criminal Justice.
Studies in the field of Criminal Justice enable the acquisition
and making use of comprehensive knowledge in the field of
substantive criminal law, law of criminal procedural, criminology,
forensic science and related sciences in the sphere of
counteracting and preventing crime in social and economic life.
Our Criminal Justice program provides an excellent opportunity
to prepare you for working in public and private institutions
tasked with ensuring public security and order (among others:
police authorities, auxiliary judicial authorities, penitentiary and
correctional institutions, government and self-government
administration bodies, private institutions dealing with the
protection of persons and property). The program puts a special
focus on the international aspects of criminal justice which allows
graduates to find employment in international organizations or
European Union institutions.
The program is designed for maximum flexibility and is open to
all international and Polish students.

choose; the basic course in Polish language, so that students
can navigate Poland more easily; a foreign language course.
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MASTER OF MANAGERIAL
ECONOMICS

LL.M. INTERNATIONAL
AND EUROPEAN LAW
LL.M. International and European Law is a two-year Master’s program with

The curriculum includes internships, so that students can gain a practical

Law.

under a guidance of a tutor they themselves choose; the basic course in

The LL.M. International & European Law is taught entirely in English and

language course; a moot court class during which students can implement

following specialisations: I. International Business Law II. Modern Human Rights

is open to both international and Polish students. Upon completion,

the graduate will possess skills and general knowledge in the area of
dogmatic disciplines of international and European law. Depending on the

specialization selected, the graduate will receive specialist knowledge and
skills relevant to the profile of activities undertaken by entities operating in
the area of international commercial trade or engaged in various aspects
of human rights protection in the international domain. Graduates of LL.M.

International & European Law are prepared to undertake employment in

all domestic and international organizations (public and non-public) that

requires legal knowledge. Graduates possess interpersonal skills and the
capacity to communicate during decision processes, as well as to perform

job experience; a master’s seminar where students prepare their theses

Polish language, so that students can navigate Poland more easily; a foreign
their theoretical knowledge in a practical setting.

This two-year program in economics has been successfully
provided by the University of Wroctaw for almost twenty years.
The Master’s degree is designed for students who expect to
pursue a managerial career in business either in their home
country or abroad. The program provides both theoretical
economic knowledge and practical skills necessary to deal
with the management challenges of increasing complexity
in modern economy. Courses cover both traditional and
emerging economic fields, including microeconomics,
managerial economics, marketing, innovation management,
accounting, capital market, competition, industrial and tax policy.
The program also includes the problems of international
economics and business management on the Global and
European Single Market.

the role of negotiator, mediator and arbitrator in conflict resolution processes
based on both domestic and international law. Graduates also acquire
skills vital for commencing commercial activity in the international aspect.

Effective functioning in the highly competitive environment of contemporary

commercial relations requires knowledge of elements of intellectual property
law, economics, and specific areas of legal science relevant to the profile of
a given enterprise.
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OPENNESS, OPTIMISM, IMPROVEMENT AND BEAUTIFUL
ARCHITECTURE!

WHY STUDY
IN WROCLAW?

There are many directions that you can take when

art galleries, centers of culture, etc. The capital of Lower

to Warsaw, Krakow, Gdansk, Lublin. One of the most

of music, theatre, cinema and literature. Every year the

120,000 new students begin their academic careers here.

Days, Nights at Museums and rollicking Juwenalia are

What is it about this city that attracts so many young

or club event. With a wide range of options, everybody can

leaving the family nest. Lots of young people are moving

Silesia is famous for various cultural events like festivals

popular destinations is Wroclaw - every year about

Lower Silesian Science Festival takes place. Also Fantasy

people? Certainly, the high quality of education
in colleges and universities plays an important role.
According to the official Ranking of Universities, University
of Wroclaw is always among the top ten universities in Poland.
This is because the University of Wroclaw is not only focused
on theoretical knowledge, but places high emphasis
on practical skills of the students. The Lower Silesian labor
market is well developed and offers many possibilities.
Wroclaw especially is considered to be the most friendly
city for young people. While pursuing their education,
students can easily find additional employment,
not only in a shop, café or restaurant but also in many
global corporations that are present in Wroclaw.
It’s common practice for employers to offer paid
internships for students enrolled in programs related
to the vacant positions.
People often refer to their university years
as some of the best years of their life. Therefore,
your time spent achieving your higher education
deserves to be spent in the best place possible
and Wroclaw, known for being one of the most

Wroclaw attracts young people not only with high-quality
education and lucrative careers. The whole city is bustling
with cultural events – this is why Wroclaw was awarded

organised annually. There is no weekend without a concert
find something that interests them. The city is full of cafes,
clubs, pubs and restaurants. Majority of youngs in the
local community can communicate in English. You can
find great pleasure in exploring new venues in Wroclaw,
but also in visiting older establishments, that are unique
to Wroclaw and favored by the locals.
Wroclaw is a vast, but well-connected town. There are

22 tram lines, almost 100 bus lines (including express
buses, suburban and night busses).

For environmentally conscious people the city offers free
Wroclaw City Bikes with 720 bicycles that you can pick
from 70 stations at various points of the city.
Wroclaw is a city of vibrant student life – full of hundreds
of young people. There are places where their paths
intersect. In this guide, we will show you these venues that
are the most attractive. You must visit them to experience
them and to feel the magic of this beautiful city.

the European Capital of Culture title. The city is filled with
many artistic institutions: theatres, cinemas, museums,

student-friendly cities in Poland, is definitely such a place.
14
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ALL ROADS LEAD TO WROCLAW

WROCLAW IS LOCATED IN
THE CENTER OF EUROPE!

INFORMATION,
DEADLINES,
ASSISTANCE:
RECRUITMENT
Bus Station

www.international.uni.wroc.pl/en/study-

Airport
Railway Station
Wroclaw is well connected with major cities and regions of Poland and Europe. The longest highway in Poland (A4) and

Highway

several objects that allow traveling in almost any direction of the World. For nearly 160 years the Wroclaw Railway Station

Motorway

The new Bus Station offers both domestic and international connections every single day. The Airport is located just 10 km

Wroclaw Motorway
Bypass

several motorways that lead to Wroclaw facilitate road communication to other countries. Moreover, in the City, there are

has helped travellers in getting to Polish and European cities.

away from the city centre. Every year the airport provides its services to more than 2 mln passengers and offers flights

ONLINE APPLICATION

www.international-applications.uni.wroc.pl/login

in more than 40 directions.
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NICOLAUS COPERNICUS AIRPORT

THE SKY TOWER

THE NATIONAL FORUM OF MUSIC

Nicolaus Copernicus Airport is conveniently located just

The Sky Tower is a more than two-hundred-meter

Witold Lutosławski’s National Forum of Music is one of the

10 km from the Wroclaw city center.

The airport was built in 1938 when Wroclaw was still part
of Germany and was used for military purposes until 1945.

ONE HUNDRED BRIDGES,
ONE THOUSAND PROSPECTS,
THE ONE AND ONLY CHOICE!
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In 2005 it was renamed after the famous Polish astronomer.
In recent years, the new state-of-the-art terminal T2
was opened, turning Wroclaw into a modern aeropolis.
The new terminal has 22 check-in gates and provides travelers
with access to shops, restaurants, bars and VIP services like
executive lounges. Currently, Wroclaw Airport cooperates
with Eurolot, Germanwings, LOT, Lufthansa, Ryanair,
Wizz Air, Sprint Air, Small Planet Airlines and SAS Scandinavian
Airlines. The airport has 2.5 million passengers annually,
who can choose from 50 possible directions to 16 different
countries. Additionally, during the summer, charter flights
in 32 different directions to 11 different countries are available.
Thanks to a modern highway system the airport is easily
accessible and well connected to the city center - only
a 20 to 30 minutes trip by bus or taxi.

skyscraper towering over the whole city – it is visible from
anywhere in Wroclaw, and its shape clearly marks the
horizon up to 50 km from the city limits.

On the base floors of the Sky Tower, a shopping mall
with a billiard-snooker club, a bowling alley, a gym
and restaurants are located. At the top of the building there
is a viewpoint with a breath-taking panorama of the city.
From this standpoint, two hundred meters above the
ground, other buildings look like miniatures. On sunny
days you can see the Sudety mountains. On cloudy days
the top of the Sky Tower disappears into the clouds and
gives you the chance to admire the mist from above.
The views from the 49th floor are beautiful both during the day

most important cultural institutions in Wroclaw.

The National Forum of Music hosts performances
of 11 instrumental and vocal ensembles. The main hall seats
1800 people and includes the parterre, amphitheater, choir
and three balconies. Additionally, the building includes
three chamber halls (The Red, The Black and The Chamber).
Each one of the chambers has a unique character.
The building is full of life, on the inside and outside
- Freedom Square in front of the National Forum of Music
is frequently used for mass media events often combined
with multimedia projections, mapping, and live music
and dance.

and in the evening when millions of city lights illuminate
Wroclaw. Whoever does not like elevators and feels
adventurous can take part in an organized annual charity
run, called the Sky Tower Run, and climb the 1142 stairs
to the top.
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CATHEDRAL ISLAND

HALA STULECIA I PERGOLA

ZOO AND AFRICARIUM
www.hydropolis.pl

Cathedral Island is the oldest part of Wroclaw

Centennial Hall is definitely one of the most famous

- a magical place, shrouded in legend, located at the

attractions in not only Wroclaw but all of Europe.

heart of the city and dominated by the two towers

Designed by eminent architect Max Berg, it was

of the Cathedral of St. John the Baptist. The Island

constructed between 1911 and 1913. The building was

is perfect for relaxing between lectures.

founded to serve the citizens of Wroclaw and its visitors,

If you stop by, you will be immersed in a fairytale

and fulfills this function to this day.

land filled with legends. Among them, is the mystery

The multifunctional nature of the Hall attracts

of a sculpture that looks like the head of a screaming

a variety of events such as congresses, conferences,

man surrounded by stone located on the south wall

fairs, concerts, exhibitions, and even sporting events.

of John the Baptist’s Cathedral. Another one is Lovers

In 2006, the building was listed as a UNESCO World

While walking through the 18 meter long underwater tunnel,

Bridge full of love padlocks which couples attach to

Heritage Site, emphasizing its cultural importance

you can admire sharks, rays and big turtles swimming

cherish their eternal love while they throw the padlock key

on the international scale. Centennial Hall is located

into the Odra River. But mostly the dreamlike environment

in a stunning neighborhood close to Szczytnicki

of this place is created by the people – here you

Park and the Japanese Garden. The building itself

can meet street performers and the last lamplighter

is surrounded by a Pergola, and is next to

in Europe who, dressed in a black coat and top hat,

a magnificent fountain, which is used for breathtaking

lights the 103 gas lamps on the Island’s streets in

multimedia shows filled with light, color and music.

the evening and extinguishes them in the morning.
Cathedral Island is full of amazing legends and stories
that are worth exploring.

Wroclaw has the oldest zoo in Poland. It was established

in 1865. Currently, Wroclaw Zoo has several dozen hectares
of garden area filled with more than 10,000 exotic animals.

facebook.com/hydropoliswroclaw

twitter.com/hydropoliswroc

instagram.com/hydropoliswroc

The Zoo is constantly modernized and expanded
with new runs and pavilions. Right now, the most
famous attraction is the Africarium which opened
in 2014. This one of a kind oceanarium offers visitors
the chance to learn more about different ecosystems
present on the second biggest continent in the World.
African flora and fauna is literally at your fingertips.

above your head.

HYDROPOLIS

The green area around Centennial Hall is for Wroclaw
what Central Park is to New York. On most days it is
full of life – students lying down with their books,
families having fun with children, dog owners walking
their pets. The Centennial Hall area is frequently
used as a venue for festivals such as the National
Festival of Soap Bubbles, the Wroclaw Festival
of Beer or Mood4Food—a food truck festival. Concerts
and other musical events are also organized at the
Pergola – with performances from both Polish and

Hydropolis is a modern knowledge center about
water, created by Municipal Water and Sewerage
Company in Wroclaw.

The exhibition is located in a historic, 19th century underground
pure water tank covering a floor area of 4,000 m2, where
nearly 70 diverse, interactive and multimedia installations
arranged in eight thematic zones. Hydropolis is a combination
of ecological education and entertainment, the only such
place in Poland and one of the few in Europe.

foreign artists.
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DWARF FIGURINES

THE MARKET SQUARE

Wroclaw has hundreds of metal figurines with new ones

The medieval market square is the heart of Wroclaw.

constantly being added. These dwarf-like figurines
have a very interesting backstory.

BRIDGES
Wroclaw has been nicknamed “the Venice of the North”
because it lies on a River (Odra) and its four tributaries.

Additionally, Wroclaw has a functional city moat

constantly filled with water with a vast network of canals.
A setting creates endless possibilities for entertainment.
Cruises, sailing, rowing and kayaking are among the most
popular activities. During the summer season, there are
several waterparks opened. Wroclaw is also referred to as
the City of the Hundred Bridges since is home to more than
130 bridges. The Grunwaldzki Bridge, a beautiful century old
suspension bridge, is the most famous one in Wroclaw,
and is often depicted on Wroclaw postcards and souvenirs.

THE MAIN BUILDING OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF WROCLAW
The first cornerstone of The Univetsity of Wroclaw’s
main building was placed in 1728, but it took 11 years for
construction to be completed.

According to the original architectural plan, this
baroque building was to measure 200 meters and have
three towers. However, by the time the building was
complete it stood at 171 meters and had only one tower
– the Mathematical Tower – but the main building
of the University of Wroclaw is still quite impressive.
Visitors can admire the intricate decorations during the
day and the fascinating illumination at night. The top of
the Mathematical Tower offers a spectacular panoramic
view of the whole city. Inside there is a breath-taking Aula

PARKS
The Market Square is the heart of Wroclaw, but the city’s
lungs are its beautiful parks.

There are almost fifty parks in Wroclaw and every single one
has a different character. Some of them are perfect places
to meet your friends and have a fun day out. Others are quiet
and peaceful – providing an excellent environment to study
or relax.

This is the most energetic part of the city, both during
the day and at night.

In the 1980s there was a Polish anti-communist

During the day, the Sun lights up the gothic Town Hall

group known as Orange Alternative, who used

and the old houses surrounding it. The cobblestone

surrealism and intelligent humor to combat

area is filled with artists selling their work to

and ridicule the authoritarian regime. To protest the

passers-by who stop to admire their craftsmanship.

regime’s practice of painting over anti-government

The market square is also full of street musicians, who

slogans the group began drawing dwarves

play their electric guitars, drums, saxophones and violins.

on walls that had been freshly painted. Absurd

The air is filled with colored soap bubbles created

and creative methods of peaceful protest like this

by street artists. There are also real magicians -

allowed members of this underground movement

performers who can charm the audience with charmed

to oppose the communist regime while avoiding

tricks and brilliant jokes. In the market square, people

arrest. As a way to commemorate their resistance,

coexist together and create a pulsating heart of

the city adopted the dwarf as a symbol and placed

Wroclaw. At night houses are illuminated by candlelight.

dwarf figurines throughout the city. Papa Dwarf,

In the summer the Market Square is full of

who was the first of his kind, stands proudly at the

beer gardens lit with candles. Also there are

intersection of Świdnicka Street and Kazimierz Wielki

beautiful fire performances on summer nights

Street, and many more like him currently adorn all

in Wroclaw city centre. During the winter time,

of Wroclaw. Even the Faculty of Law, Administration

patio heaters illuminate the Old Town buildings.

and Economics is home to one of the dwarves

In the winter season, Christmas time is the most beautiful.

– “Paragrafek-Dwarf” – which means little paragraph,

The Market Square is filled with fair stalls and dominated

referring to legal clauses.

by the huge lit up Christmas tree. These are the things
that create the magical experience of Christmas

Leopoldina, in which incoming students take the oath
and receive their indexes. The building also serves as the
Museum of Wroclaw University.
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LECTURES AND CLASSES
The main goal of the Faculty of Law, Administration

STUDY ACTIVELY!
What to do to study actively, gain experience and
expand the practice?

and Economics is to prepare graduates to succeed in the
labor market. Lectures and classes are selected in cooperation
with employers. Together we design the curriculum so that
each student has equal opportunity to gain required skills.
In their first few years at the Faculty, students acquire theoretical
knowledge, which can be systematized by participation
in scientific clubs. Through these clubs students have
the opportunity to explore different professional fields
they may be interested in while considering a career.
In the later years the number of practice-oriented classes
and workshops significantly increases.

MOOT COURT
INTERNSHIPS

WORKSHOPS AND TRAINING

The possibility to participate in moot court classes is, from

Students of the Faculty of Law, Administration and Economics are offered an

Students are strongly invited to participate in workshops and training courses.

advantages of studying at the Faculty of Law, Administration

extensive range of internships in order to enable:
building a network of professional contacts,

gaining experience that is essential in a CV,

vocational training with persons who can boast many years of practice,
skills in the professional service.

We try to sign beneficial agreements with leading companies from law sector,
or with professional and reliable law firms. Our main goal is to prepare Students

for real work. Apart from strengthening the competencies we put the emphasis on

the improvement of interpersonal skills that will naturally gain the interest at the
labor market.

We are currently implementing an EU project „Strengthening the professional
and interpersonal competences as a key to success in the labor market within
which we organize paid internships, training courses and workshop.

In addition to the substantive value, which is the rational and logical knowledge
applicable in real situations, professional training also build self-esteem and

self-confidence. We know that we have adequate knowledge in a particular law

a practical standpoint, undoubtedly one of the greatest
and Economics. Thanks to these workshops, our Students may
play different roles in simulated legal proceedings, becoming
attorneys, experts or witnesses. This in turn enables them
to implement the acquired skills in a legal setting, verify
their theoretical knowledge by putting it into practice
and be better prepared for their future legal careers.

by a particular workshop. This enables us to constantly expand our horizons

and acquire newer skills. Workshops and training are any time a chance for
own skills self-diagnosis, designating further areas of self-development and
planning of the next steps.

LEGAL CLINIC
Not without reason, the University Legal Clinic is the
most popular student science club at the Faculty.
This is undoubtedly the best opportunity to gain practical
experience in various legal fields and apply the knowledge
students have gathered during the first three years of study.

24

At the Faculty of Law, Administration and Economics there are many science clubs, most
of which are studentrun initiatives. There is also the opportunity for students to participate in

field, and we are not afraid to use it. This also translates to overall satisfaction

in real life situations. We feel confident in the sphere, which was established

STUDENTS’ SCIENTIFIC CLUBS

European Court of Human Rights moot court competitions and case study simulations that
help students on their path to becoming professionals. Other organizations you can find
at the Faculty include ELSA, the Forensic Science Club, the Economic and Commercial Law
Club, the Civil Law Club, the Constitutional Law Club, and the European Legal Culture Club.
All organizations participate in interesting community projects, such as Street Law
organized by Students from the University Legal Clinic. Students also have the opportunity
to present their skills at events such as FACULTY OPENS DOORS.
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BUILDINGS
OF THE
FACULTY
BUDYNKI
WYDZIAŁU
PRAWA,
ADMINISTRACJI
I EKONOMII
OF LAW, ADMINISTRATION
AND ECONOMICS

The Faculty of Law, Administration and Economics has four modernly equipped buildings with
a total usable area of more than 4 000 m2. Teaching is conducted in 10 multimedia lecture
halls, 28 classrooms, 3 computer labs and a reading room with Internet and databases access.
All buildings in the Faculty of Law, Administration and Economics are located in the very center
of Wroclaw, near the main University building and Market Square.

A COMPREHENSIVE MAP WITH ALL MAJOR
USEFUL LOCATIONS IS AVAILABLE AT:
https://goo.gl/ptlJnf
26
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BUILDING A - Uniwersytecka street 22-26
BUILDING B - Kuźnicza street 46-47
BUILDING C - Więzienna street 8-12
BUILDING D - Uniwersytecka street 7-10
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FACULTY OF LAW, ADMINISTRATION
AND ECONOMICS
UNIWERSYTECKA STREET 22-26
50-145 WROCŁAW, POLAND

www.international.uni.wroc.pl

JOIN US!

ERASMUS+, PROGRAMS IN ENGLISH
PHONE: +48 713 752 925
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UNIVERSITY OF WROCLAW FACULTY OF LAW,
ADMINISTRATION AND ECONOMICS
Uniwersytecka street 22-26, 50-145 Wroclaw, Poland

CONTACT

ONLINE APPLICATION

RECRUITMENT ONLINE APPLICATION

+48 713 752 925

www.international-applications.uni.wroc.pl/login

University of Wroclaw

international@uwr.edu.pl
www.uni.wroc.pl
www.international.uni.wroc.pl

International Office

ERASMUS+, PROGRAMS IN ENGLISH

Pl. Uniwersytecki 1

www.international.uni.wroc.pl

50-137 Wroclaw Poland

PROGRAM COORDINATORS:
LL.M. INTERNATIONAL AND EUROPEAN LAW

ADMINISTRATION IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATION

MASTER OF MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS

dr Mariusz Dybal: mariusz.dybal@uwr.edu.pl

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
dr Alicja Sielska: alicja.sielska@uwr.edu.pl

